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for their protection and spiritual healing properties.outlines 100 of the very most natural,
empowering crystals we can work with to market spiritual stability and protect from  And
locating the exact crystal you will need is easy, because psychic negativity.the importance
chakras and color in spiritual healing.extensive source book of 100 important crystals for
spiritual healing and all-round protection. Not only does it make available to you the crystal'may
enhance, heal, or protect you.each crystal'for your crystals, s natural attributes, legendary power,
and holistic benefits, but also info on  This all-inclusive guide book features introductory
chapters on what crystals are from both their scientific legacy, and their magical one. You will
see choosing and care s specific energy thus it as well mainly because Crystals for Energy is a 
Additionally, you will enjoy functioning with a practical chapter on stones specifically curated by
the writer Crystals for Energy Recovery physical and the alphabetical sourcebook section that
follows provides information about the uses and great things about each crystal listed.
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 Light Healing College And then to be fortunate enough for her to write a book is amazing.
Ashley Leavy addresses the basics of dealing with crystals, then movements into incredibly
detailed specifics about 100 of the most popular and helpful crystals you'll want to utilize. This
is a wonderful, straightforward, clearly written, informative addition to the many books available
on the topic. It's a terrific book to introduce readers not only to the features of the100 crystals
chosen, but also contains geological, historical and much more information readers will find very
helpful. Five Stars The gift recipient adored this book. Right now I get it!" moments as you read.
I’m so excited. Just what a wonderful new resource Ashley Leavy has shared with all of us
who've a love of Crystals. I have acquired a significant "crystal reserve library" I love this one!"I
hope Ms. I realize plenty of reviews may say that, but I am reading about and learning books on
crystals seriously for approximately a year now. Many ways to sense a crystal's energy are given
along with the descriptions of the 100 crystals and stones and how exactly to utilize them. It's
very hands on and "crystal clear!What a great reserve for both beginners along with those who
are more acquainted with crystals. Leavy will continue steadily to write and publish even more
upon this topic!Five Plus Superstars! Already the best Crystal Healing reference! An amazing
source for crystal teachers, healers and college students alike! There exists a wealth of
information in this wonderful book. Rest assured that I will be showing this publication to my
students and extremely recommending they obtain it because of their own library. THAT I love!
The grids are easy to follow. As a Crystal Reiki expert teacher and meneralogist of over 26 years
knowledge, I do seldom come across myself impressed with new books about them. She also
chose to discuss crystals which are easy to purchase and ideal for everyone's collection. I am
extremely impressed with this reserve, and I plan to even use it as a crystal reference for
teaching my children. This will now become my go-to Crystal reserve! I've completed Ashley's
Basic Crystal Healing certification training course, and like having all this knowledge in a single
easy place to refer too.! Must have reading for just about any crystal employee! I live all of the
tips, historical information, keywords, and correspondences. Ashley Leavy once more has
provided a brand new and gorgeous exception. Her personable writing style and practical
approach makes for an instant and easy examine. The images are gorgeous and the design of the
publication is very easy for a beginner to comprehend. Additionally, there are enough lesser-
known facts and tips and ways to make this volume well worth the attention of a more practiced
crystal practitioner.Ashley :eavy has truly crafted a work of art and informative guideline for
interested readers of all levels.-Thomas J.CRMT, CNH, RHP, RMP Extraordinary new resource for
Crystal Therapeutic! You can find pictures on each web page to greatly help the reader retain the
information easily. Whether you are a long time devotee of crystals or just beginning your
crystal trip you will LOVE this book! The images are incredible and how unique and lovely that
they are all from her own collection. Crystal Wow! I show Reiki students how to use Crystals
within their practice. This publication is just not a crystal identification publication ,it has got
many elements to it . That one is extremely well thought out and provides you a powerful, quick
research on each selected crystal. The info is invaluable and professionals along with novices
will be pleasantly surprised at its appeal to everyone. It is succinctly but personably created and
very clear to see. The pictures are clear and from Ashley's personal collection. This book is
absolutely the best. I have many This book is absolutely the best. I've many ,many Crystal books
and have been associated with Crystals for a long time. Ashley Leavy has put most of her
accumulated understanding into this book and the result is a must have book!Execellent Book! I
have innumerable books on crystals. Five Stars love it Three Stars disappointed i believed there
will be more lay outs Among my Go-to crystal books This is one of my go-to crystal books, when



searching out the healing properties of stones. ~~ Nancy Johnson THE ONLY REAL Crystal Healing
Book You Will Ever Want!. It's so easy to learn, comprehensive, touches on so many topics like
meditation with crystals, choosing a crystal, affirmations and crystals, crystal grids, healing with
the chakras, crystal properties, therefore much more. If you bought crystals and do not know
what to do next then this publication will teach you everything you need to know. I recommend
it!! Thank you for an awesome reference, Ashley! Interesting. Don't Miss This One! It's really
helpful that the descriptions of the crystals include ideas for ways to work with them on the
same page! That makes it much easier to get started, especially if you're dealing with a new-to-
you crystal. Outstanding Reference! I am a Reiki Master Teacher, Crystal Healer and Color Energy
Employee. This is such an excellent book for all sorts of crystal working! A lovely hardcover book
filled up with beautiful color photos and useful information for all you crystal addicts like me.
But after taking many Crystal courses from Ashley Leavy - Like & Congratulations Ashley!
Crystals My first!I love the design of the book.. As a crystal healer I've read and reviewed a lot of
crystal books and this is one of my absolute preferred crystal healing books. Awesome book I
love this book the images are very well captured and clear Energy Healing through Crystals
Good. I really like this book since it covers a lot of information about a lot of crystals without
having to be an unmanageable size. You will probably find yourself having several "aha!It
discusses ( and displays) crystal griding , crystal body layouts, it is a publication that cover so
many possibilities with Crystals I will suggest is to anyone as a " WILL NEED TO HAVE " reserve
for your collection. Highly recommend you add this to your crystal reserve library! This is among
my favourite books to recommend to beginners in the crystal world This is one of my favourite
books to recommend to beginners in the crystal world. The info is apparent and concise, and it
includes many hands-on activities to motivate you to make use of your crystal collection to
improve your life. Compiled by a practiced practitioner and instructor, Crystals for Energy
Healing is both a helpful reference guide and wonderful introduction to the globe of crystal
energy.
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